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Abstract Network is dynamic and requires update in the
operation. However, many confusions and problems can be
caused by careless schedule in the update process. Although
the problem has been investigated for many years in traditional networks where the control plane is distributed, software defined networking (SDN) brings new opportunities and
solutions to this problem by the separation of control and data
plane, as well as the centralized control. This paper makes a
survey on the problems caused by network update, including forwarding loop, forwarding black hole, link congestion,
network policy violation, etc., as well as the state-of-the-art
SDN solutions to these problems. Furthermore, we summarize the network configuration strength and discuss the open
issues of network update in the SDN paradigm.
Keywords software defined network, network update, forwarding loop, forwarding black hole, link congestion, network policy violation
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Introduction

Networks are not working statically. In order to keep network
in a correct and eﬃcient state, network operators need to adjust link weights, change traﬃc engineering (TE) schemes,
migrate virtual machines and update routing policies, etc. All
these actions are known as network updates, which require
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careful arrangement to avoid problems like forwarding loops,
forwarding black holes, link congestions and network policy
violations that may occur during the updating process. Indeed, the impact of network update is not trivial. It shows
that about 20% network faults come from carelessly planned
network update [1]. Moreover, the network updating period
is not short, and network problems may occur during this update period. For instance, it showed that 30% packets suﬀer
from loss for more than two minutes after BGP updating [2].
Neglecting the problems during the network update process is
indispensable for network operators as customers’ demands
become more and more critical. Delay sensitive applications
such as financial trade, online shopping and searching cannot
tolerate any network fault that aﬀects the quality of service
(QoS) of the network. For instance, Amazon would lose 1%
of the amount of sales for every 100ms of latency1) ; while
Google reported that 20% of traﬃc would drop for more than
500ms of search page response time.
In traditional networks where the control plane is distributed and binding together with data plane, many research
eﬀorts are spent in solving the network update problem. A
straightforward idea is to reduce the convergence time of a
protocol [3,4]. However, it is diﬃcult to design a routing protocol with fast-enough convergent time considering the huge
size of the Internet. Further, the innovation of new protocols
should not be limited by the convergent time restriction [5].
As a result, many recent works turn attention to how to eliminate the problems during the updating process on plan, instead of mitigating them [6–9]. Greenburg et al. argued that in
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traditional networks, the forwarding decisions are made in a
distributed manner, and besides forwarding function the data
plane also undertakes functions like “tunneling, access control, address translation and queuing” [10]. From the perspective of network update, the updating schedule produced in a
distributed way that can only generate locally optimized solutions and incoordination between routers make update full
of faults. A rich number of management functions make it
even worse because not only routing but also access control
and address translation are influenced by update.
Nowadays, more and more network operators are accepting software defined network (SDN) to manage their networks. For instance, Stanford university has deployed openflow, a representative of SDN in the campus [11]. Google,
Microsoft and a growing number of enterprise operators are
deploying SDN in their data center networks respectively
[12,13]. Thanks to the separation of control and data plane,
SDN enables new solutions to the network update problem.
The data plane only needs to forward packets, and all the
decisions like routing, load balancing and traﬃc engineering are made in a logically centralized controller in SDN.
Take openflow as an example. The control plane in openflow can configure data plane at flow granularity which is
more precise and flexible than IP prefix matching in traditional networks. The control plane keeps a global view of the
network and makes comprehensive forwarding decisions for
each flow. SDN operators are thus able to update the network
in a finer grained manner and provide high level schedules
that update the whole network. Catching up with the trend
of SDN, there is growing interest in the community to design
new solutions to the network update problem. However, SDN
switches still forward packets based on their own forwarding tables, thus operators need to carefully design the update
mechanisms and distribute the rules to every SDN switch.
In this paper, we summarily describe the problems caused
by network update as well as the solutions in a SDN
paradigm. In particular, we discuss four basic confusions occurred during the network updating process, such as forwarding black hole, forwarding loop, link congestion and network policy violation. We then study the solutions to the
confusions and discuss the constraints for network updating
scheduling. We also carry out the discussion about the diﬃculties for solving diﬀerent confusions. Finally, we propose
the future open issues for network updating in the paradigm
of SDN. We hope this paper can help readers have a more
clear view of this problem and foster more research on this
issue. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the problems caused by network updating. Section

3 presents the current solution to SDN update in the literature.
Section 4 discusses more issues in this problem and proposes
open challenges in the network update. Section 5 concludes
the paper.
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Problems of network update

Network update problem refers to network confusions caused
by careless updating schemes. Network update we mention
in this paper is not a mechanism that corrects network behavior, but the change of network state managed by network
operators. Actually, there have been a bunch of solutions for
network static state verification [14–17], but we focus on the
confusions caused by network updates. There are a list of network confusions that may occur during diﬀerent network update scenarios shown in Table 1. It appears that forwarding
black hole, forwarding loop, link congestion, network policy
violation, etc. are in the scenarios such as updating forwarding policy, changing access list of a firewall, VM migration
in Data Center and adjusting traﬃc engineering scheme. According to the table, it shows that majority of network update
problems are caused by four basic confusions: forwarding
black hole, forwarding loop, link congestion, and network
policy violation. We will explain each of them in the following of this section.
Table 1

Some scenarios of network update and corresponding confusions

Scenario

Confusion

Update forwarding policy

forwarding loop, forwarding black
hole, link congestion, network policy
violation

Change access list of a firewall

network policy violation

VM migration in Data Center

forwarding black hole, link congestion

Adjust traﬃc engineering scheme link congestion

• Forwarding black hole
The forwarding black hole confusion refers to the case that
a packet entering an SDN switch cannot match any rule in the
forwarding table during the network updating process. We illustrate this confusion by an example in Fig. 1. The update
scheme is to change the path from node A to node C. The
path in Fig. 1(a) is the initial state and the path in Fig. 1(b)
is the final state. The controller’s instruction is that: node A
replaces an old forwarding rule with a new one and node B
deletes the old rule. Since the reaching times for commands
from the controller to node A and node B are diﬀerent, a case
in Fig. 1(c) may occur. In this case, node B deletes its rule
first, but node A has not replaced the rule. Packets arriving
at node B will be sent to controller or in worse case will be
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discarded by node B. Node B is a forwarding black hole for
packets whose destination is node C until A has updated its
forwarding table.

Fig. 1
date

An example of forwarding black hole confusion during network up-

• Forwarding loop
The forwarding loop confusion refers to the case that a
packet suﬀers from forwarding loops and cannot be delivered
to its destination during network update. We illustrate this
confusion by an example in Fig. 2. There are four switches
named A, B, C and D. The arrow lines compose a tree rooted
at D which represent the routing paths from the other three
nodes. The update scheme is to convert the tree in Fig. 2(a)
to Fig. 2(b). Node C has changed its forwarding table in
Fig. 2(c), but neither A nor B can finish this. Thus a loop appears, which means that during this period network is inconsistent. After that in Fig. 2(d), node B updates its forwarding
table but A does not. The bad loop does not vanish until node
A finishes updating. C-B-A is the worst update scheme in
this case. Because the latency between control plane and forwarding plane varies with respect to diﬀerent switches, any
updating sequence may be possible if the control plane distributes update schemes to A, B and C at the same time. For
the same reason, it is impossible to update all the switches in
one instance.

Fig. 2

An example of forwarding loop confusion during network update

• Link congestion
The link congestion refers to the situation that link is con-
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gested by flows during the network update process. An example of the link congestion confusion is shown in Fig. 3. Links
are bidirectional and there are three flows in the network. We
assume that the capacity of each link for single direction is
10 units, and the sizes of Flow1, Flow2 and Flow3 are all 5
units. A network administrator wants to change the traﬃc pattern from Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(b). A careless update scheme is
to update Flow1 first. The result is shown in Fig. 3(c). A congestion takes place on link BD which bears 15 units of traﬃc.
On the contrary, Fig. 3(d) is a well planned update scheme
which puts Flow3 as the first update flow. In this case, no
congestion will take place.

Fig. 3

An example of link congestion confusion during network update

• Network policy violation
Middleboxes (e.g., Firewall, NAT, and Proxy) are widely
deployed in modern networks [18]. Packets have to follow
network policies which enforce packets going through a list
of middleboxes. During the network policy update, packets
may violate the policies. Such confusion is known as network
policy violation. We illustrate this confusion with the help
of an example in Fig. 4. In the figure, all the traﬃc should
go through a network address translator (NAT) which converts private IP address to public IP address in the packet
header. Meanwhile, the traﬃc with prefix 234.234.234.x/24
should be inspected by a firewall (FW) which blocks the Internet visit from Host1. According to the policy, traﬃc from
Host1 goes through the path of “SW1-NAT-SW1-SW2-FW”,
and traﬃc from Host2 goes through the path of “SW1-NATSW1-SW3-Internet”. For some reasons, a network administrator changes IP mapping in the NAT. He maps 192.168.0.3
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to 234.234.234.4 and 192.168.0.4 to 234.234.234.5, respectively (the original map is 192.168.0.3 to 234.234.234.3 and
192.168.0.4 to 234.234.234.4, as shown in Fig. 4). Thus
traﬃcs from Host1 and Host2 both go through the path of
“SW1-NAT-SW1-SW2-FW-Internet”. As a result, Host1 contacts the Internet now, which violates the network policy that
Host1 cannot contact the Internet; meanwhile, traﬃc from
Host2 also have to go through FW, which increases the load
of FW.

Then all switches wait for a time during which all packets
with version number k should have left the network. After
that, switches could remove old rules with version k. Because switches keep both old and new rules in forwarding tables during update process, there will be no forwarding black
holes.

Fig. 5 An example solution to forwarding black hole confusion during network update

Fig. 4 An example of network policy violation confusion during network
update
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SDN solutions to network update

In this section, we firstly illustrate solutions to the four basic confusions discussed above. Then we will discuss three
limitations that will aﬀect performance of network update
scheduling.
3.1 Solution to forwarding black hole
The forwarding black hole results from the reason that there
is no forwarding rule matching the packet. Mahajan and Wattenhofer propose a solution to this confusion as “add before remove” in Ref. [19]. The scheme suggests that switches
should update new rules first before removing old rules. Then
Reitblatt et al. [20] implement a more generous version of
“add before remove” on the whole network to solve the forwarding black hole confusion. We illustrate the solution of
[20] by an example shown in Fig. 5. In the example, each
packet is stamped with a version number k and forwarded
through the network. When the update process starts, new
rules with version number k + 1 are distributed to switches,
while the switches still keep old rules with version number
k. After confirming that all switches have received the new
rules, controller informs switches of stamping new packets
injecting into the network with new version number k + 1.

Indeed, Reitblatt’s solution is a stricter “add before remove”. “Add before remove” operation on a single switch
is enough to ensure forwarding black hole free. Reitblatt’s
solution enforces all switches in the network adding new
rules before removing old rules. This creates a new consistent
property called “per-packet consistency”. “Per-packet consistency” means that a packet goes through the network according to either old rules or new rules but never a mix of them.
This is a stronger consistent property than forwarding black
hole free. We call it stronger because a “Per-packet consistency” network update scheduling can keep more consistent
properties than only keep forwarding black hole free.
3.2 Solution to forwarding loop
In order to solve forwarding loop confusion, we need to avoid
the existence of the loop during the update process. We have
mentioned that “per-packet consistency” by Reitblatt’s solution [20] is a strong consistent property in last subsection.
Indeed, such “per-packet consistency” not only keeps the
forwarding black hole free but also holds forwarding loop
free. Take update scheduling in Fig. 2 as an example, in Reitblatt’s solution, the data plane keeps both the forwarding
rules shown in Fig. 2(a) and the forwarding rules shown in
Fig. 2(b) at the same time during update. A packet is forwarded along either the path shown in Fig. 2(a) or the path
shown in Fig. 2(b) but never a mix of the them.
However, Mahajan and Wattenhofer point out that Reitblatt’s solution is too strong for forwarding loop free property [19]. They show that a careful mix of the old rule and
new rule could hold forwarding-loop free property. With the
help of the example in Fig. 6, we illustrate Mahajan and Wattenhofer’s solution to forwarding loop confusion. Fig. 6(a)
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shows the forwarding path to node D before network updating and Fig. 6(d) shows the forwarding path to node D after
network updating. All subfigures (a)–(d) in Fig. 6 in sequence
indicate the update schedule according to Mahajan and Wattenhofer’s solution. The update sequence is A-C-B. This update schedule is based on a dependency tree. The dependency
tree is constructed based on the forwarding path to node D
after update shown in Fig. 6(d) according to principles: destination node D is the root of the dependency tree; node A
is the child of node D and node B and node C are children
of node A, resulting from node D is the next hop for node A
and node A is the next hop for node B and C, as shown in Fig.
6(d). After building up the dependency tree, the updating rule
will be scheduled as updating the root first, and then update
children of each node in sequence following the seemingly
breadth first search (BFS) rule.
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paths [22]. If one link fails, traﬃc on this link is evenly split
to the remaining links which may cause congestion. zUpdate
breaks the fairness among multiple paths and split eﬀected
traﬃc on each path carefully when failure happens. Like [20],
optimization programming model in zUpdate only requires
operator to provide final configuration without paying attention to update details.
3.4 Solution to network policy violation
The origin of network policy violation is that a packet cannot be matched with its original address. Fayazbakhsh et al.
point out that the key to solving network policy violation confusion is “OriginBinding” [23]. They design a “FlowTags”
mechanism for “OriginBinding” as shown in Fig. 7. The NAT
adds tags to packets and sends the mapping between original
IP and tag to controller. Switches forward packets according to tags in packet header. The FW consumes tags. Also,
They compare tags with the mapping received from the controller and find out the original IP of packets, so that no matter
how many times a packet have been edited, middleboxes and
switches could always map it with its original IP. For middlebox update process, a middlebox can change its configuration
rules without worrying about the impact to downstream middleboxes. In such a manner, network policy always holds for
every packet.

Fig. 6 An example solution to forwarding loop confusion during network
update

3.3 Solution to link congestion
The link congestion confusion is caused by the overloading
of link during the update process. Microsoft demonstrates
their inter-data center network solution to link congestion
SWAN [13] in 2013. The main purpose of SWAN is to highly
utilize the network capacity even the traﬃc volume varies
significantly by time. SWAN leaves “scratch capacity” on
links. “Scratch capacity” will not be used until updating, and
it proves that when setting “scratch capacity” as s, update
could be finished in 1/s − 1 steps without congestion. Idea
of this mechanism is similar to that of ICU [21]. They both
trade updating time with scarce resource which in SWAN is
link capacity and in ICU [21] is TCAM. zUpdate [22] by
Liu et al. aims to eliminate congestion in data center updating progress. They point out that in data centers switches
utilize equal cost multipath routing (ECMP) to split traﬃc
evenly among all next hops to make fully use of the redundant

Fig. 7 An example solution to network policy violation confusion during
network update

Fayazbakhsh’s solution helps switches to “OriginBind” a
packet with its original IP address, but there is still a problem
that may violet security polity. In a case which is similar to
Fig. 7, Host1 is multihoming to SW3. Therefore, flows from
Host1 may visit Internet through SW3. How can we let flows
from Host1 go back to SW2 and blocked by the FW? Solution to the problem is called waypoint enforcement provided
by Ludwig et al. [24]. In this case, SW2 is the waypoint that
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every flow from Host1 must go through. Ludwig’s solution
could guarantee that during update or any cases, flows will
always travel through the selected way point and therefore
security policy is hold.
3.5 Constraints of network update scheduling
Besides the solutions to basic confusions, there are several studies investigating the constraints of network update
scheduling. In this paper, we mainly focus on three types of
constraints: memory constraint, update eﬃciency and customizable consistency properties.
1) Memory constraint As TCAM is the most crucial memory resource for switches, too much TCAM consumption
caused by updating mechanism may result in the ineﬃciency
of network management. Reitblatt’s solution is an eﬀective
but ineﬃcient updating mechanism which consumes 50% of
TCAM capacity more. Therefore, some researches focus on
releasing the over consumed memory. McGeer [25] tries to
use SDN controller as a cache during update process. As
shown in Fig. 8, packets aﬀected by the update process are
all sent to the controller. After update process, these packets
are sent back to network for further forwarding. The solution consumes no additional memory but leaves pressure to
controller and the channel between controller and switches.
During update, huge amount of traﬃc will congest the precious channel between controller and switches (e.g., Openflow channel). This is a disaster for network management for

Fig. 8

Mechanism of McGeer’s network update schedule

the reason that fraction of configuration command may get
lost. McGeer admits that the solution can only be deployed
in very special cases. Katta’s solution [21] is to incrementally
update forwarding entries in switches. In each round, a fraction of rules are updated. The memory overhead is tunable.
The less memory overhead the more rounds to update. If the
traﬃc pattern follows Zipf s law (an exponentially decaying
distribution), then “80% of traﬃc could be updated in the first
round and 99% of traﬃc could be updated after three rounds
which is acceptable in real network environment [21].”
2) Update eﬃciency Update eﬃciency is critical, as the careless and slow update may result in the chaos of network behaviors. Jin et al. find that the network updating eﬃciency is
quite low [26]. They find a way to speed up this process of
keeping link congestion free. We use the updating example
as shown in Fig. 9 to explain the scheme. Figure 10 is the
dependency graph of this updating scheme, which illustrates
how the scheme updates the network. Rectangle represents
available resource on nodes and links. For example “SD:50”
means 50 units of space are available in node D, and “SCSD:5” means 5 units of space are available on link between
node C and node D. Circle represents operation. For example,
circle A means add rule for Flow4 at node C. The detailed
illustration regarding operations is listed in Table 2. Triangle represents the flaws on which the operations work. Arrow
line and the number next to it represents resource consumed
or released by the operation. For example arrow line between
“SC:50” and operation A with number “1” means operation
A consumes 1 unit of memory on SC. Arrow line between
operation F and “SB:50” with number “1” means operation
F will release 1 unit of resource to SB. Such a model lists all
resources remained and transformation of resources through
operations. Besides, Jin et al. develop an algorithm to find a
tree through all operations which obey resource limit. Resulting sequence of operations along the tree is the solution to
update network eﬃciently. The approaches which are classified as “update ordering” (another class is two phase update)
are all “trying” to find an order of rule update, but such an
order does not always exist. Foerster et al. in their work [27]
prove that for splittable flows, whether congestion free update order exists can be verified in polynomial time. If such
an order does not exist, those “update ordering” approaches
may stuck in calculating the order.
Paris et al. [28] try to solve the fundamental problem of
online SDN controllers to decide when to perform flow reconfigurations for eﬃciently network updating. They formulate a stochastic optimization problem to minimize the actual
network cost by selecting the reconfiguration instances sub-
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ject to a time-average constraint on the frequency of network
reconfigurations, so that no more than one network reconfigurations occur per iteration of the solver.

Fig. 9

A scenario of network update eﬃciency

Fig. 10
Table 2

Operations in Fig. 9

Index

Operation

A

Add Flow4 at node C

B

Add Flow4 at node D

C

Change weight at node C

D

Delete Flow3 at node D

E

Delete Flow3 at node C

F

Delete Flow3 at node B

3) Customizable consistency properties Network operators
desire a network updating mechanism that can satisfy with
customizable consistency properties. The network update is
to ensure customizable correctness properties as the network
evolves eﬃciently. However, due to the distributed nature of
networks, it may result in the uncertainty of network that the
Table 3

network behavior deviates from desired properties as the instilling of updates. Zhou et al. propose a general algorithm for
various consistency properties [29]. It introduces customizable consistency generator (CCG) to achieve the customizable network updates. In particular, the CCG collapses all
possible states onto one forwarding graph and orders the updates into a queue and checks the safety of the queued updates. A verification engine traverses on the forwarding graph
to ensure the correctness of the instilling updates. Then it confirms the updates with network model.

4

Dependency graph of Fig. 9
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Discussion

Mahajan and Wattenhofer have revealed the relationship between the strength of consistent properties and dependency
structure in their work [19]. Their conclusion is that stronger
consistent properties require broader dependency structures
to hold consistency. We borrow the idea of Ref. [19] and draw
Table 3 filled with consistent properties and solutions that are
introduced in this paper. The first column of Table 3 lists consistent properties in the order of strength and the first row of
Table 3 lists dependency structure in the order of scope. A
stronger consistent property requires a high level dependency
structure. For example, keeping forwarding black hole free
only requires “add before remove” operation on every single
switch or router, but keeping network policy violation free
requires coordination among all network facilities including
switches, routers and middleboxes. Impossible in the table
means that a consistent property can not be kept by a low
level dependency structure which has been proved in Ref.
[19]. For example, keeping forwarding loop free is impossible if update process on a single switch is carefully arranged.
It at least requires the coordination of all switches which are
on the downstream pathes of impacted packets.
Solutions in traditional networks mainly focus on forwarding black hole confusion and forwarding loop confusion
[5–7,30]. From the information provided by Table 3, forwarding black hole confusion and forwarding loop confusion
are weak consistent properties. The distribution character of
traditional network has limited innovation of better network

Network configuration strength to insist specific consistent properties
Single

Downstream

switch/router

switches/routers

Forwarding black hole free
Forwarding loop free

Impossible

Per-packet consistency

Impossible

Link congestion free
Network policy violation free

[19]

Global switches/routers

Global network
facilities

[13,20–22,25,26]

[23]

[13,20–22,25,26]

[23]

[20,21,25]
Impossible

[13,22,26]
[23]
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update schedules aimed to hold stronger consistent properties. The separation of control and data plane, as well as the
centralized control, makes it possible to coordinate switches,
routers and even middleboxes in SDN. Keeping stronger
properties like link congestion free and network policy violation free is possible when scheduling network update.
All the works we present by far have a consensus that
atomic update does not exist because switches cannot update at exactly the same time. Updating duration time and
controller response time vary a lot and are not predictable.
Therefore, update ordering and two phase updating are two
main research directions on network update problem. However, Mizrahi et al. in their work [31] show that accurate time
based update is possible. This is an exciting progress and may
make network update faster than ever.
Although researchers have paid a lot of eﬀorts on network
updating problem, there are still open challenges need to be
addressed. Firstly, the state-of-the-arts for solving confusions
during network updates treat every flow equally. In reality,
some flows are more emergent than the others due to its upper
layer service. For example, the flows for live streaming are
more latency sensitive than the flows for email service. Update strategy should consider these emergent flows first before those who are not sensitive to latency. Because SDN can
schedule each flow accurately, we think priority based flow
update mechanism will be a direction in the future research.
Secondly, papers aimed at congestion free consistency usually assume that link will not suﬀer from congestion. Such
assumption is hardly to hold in a busy network. Network update method should be capable of reconfiguring under link
congestions meanwhile satisfying some consistencies (e.g.,
the network can update in the case of congestion, and congestion should not exceed 10 percents of link capacity during the
update). Thirdly, as the scale of SDN keeps increasing, multiple controllers proposal is suggested [32]. Scalability is nontrivial for future development of SDN. SDN enables the capability of centralized network configuration that allows the
network operators to have more opportunities for solving the
above-mentioned network update issues.

5

Summary

Update schedule needs to be carefully treated, otherwise
confusions like forwarding loop, forwarding black hole, link
congestion, network policy violation will come out. We analyze these confusions and solutions to them in this paper.
We find that more complex confusions can be solved with the

help of SDN and programable interfaces provided by these
solutions to help address the network update problem.
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